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• by Robert Parry

The following is an excerpt from a letter by Henry Drewry to
Mayo. Prof. Drewry, an assistant to the President of
Leonard
Dr.
Princeton University in the field of black studies, visited Colby two
weeks ago to provide information and advice for the EPC sub-committee on black studies and for faculty and students interested in
that field. Mr. Drewry expressed four basic persons for the need of
black studies.
1. For reasons related to historical facotrs in U.S. life the curriculum of bur schools and colleges and the content of courses
have failed to provide students with proper exposure to the
experiences of blacks.
2. Omissions and distortions in the curriculum arte, in part,
responsible for problems in the area of race relations or, at best,
we might say that these ommissions and distortions have preven
ted education from providing the background information and
the intellectual climate needed to deal with such problems.
3. The nature of the society makes it necessary that education provide the basis for dealing with social problems.
4. The issues involved are vital to black and white students as
are the understanding which may develop fro m Afro-American
studies.
The four problems noted by Mr. Drewry have been widely known
and frequently discussed over the past several years. And this year at
Colby, a sub-committee of the Educational Policy Committee has been
studying the problem, with two major considerations in mind; 1) how
to expand and strenghthen our present black studies program and
2) what can be done to correct information given by existing courses
which ignore or distort. , the actualities of the black experience. The
ECHO interviewed Prof . Patrick Brancaccio, chairman of the subcommittee on black studies: Dr. Leonard Mayo, chairman of EPC;
and Dr. Ian Douglas, the director of the Bates, Bowdoin, Colby Consortium, to find out how the committee was doing and what Colby
is planning for its black studies program.
Prof. Brancaccio opened the interview by explaining the reasons
for black studies and what black studies is striving for. Its primary
concern is "the recognition of the black experience in America not
only to supply blacks with information about their past but also to
give blacks the opportunity to develop leadership and to give whites a
a chance to combat white racism." Mr. Brancaccio stressed that
"black stu dies is not just for black students but for whites as well."
He pointed out that at Princeton more whites than blacks are enrolled in the program although considering the balck and white populations of the school the blacks have a higher percentage of their total
numbers enrolled than do the whites.

Leonard Mayo
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+Dr. Mayo told us that the Black Studies sub-committee, to
which he is an ex-officio member, is proceeding along three fronts.
First, they are asking "what do we have underway at the college at
this time in our courses that has some relevance either to Afro-American history, the contributions of the blacks to our society, or to the
analysis of the problems confronting the blacks in a predominantly
white society. "
Second, according to Mr. Mayo, the committee is "learning all we
can about what other colleges of comparable size are doing to develop
a system of black studies. '. And third, the proponents of black studies are conferring with Dr. Douglas about the possibility of a Consortium program.
Dr. Mayo, in referring to courses as they have been taught in the
past, said , "We have clearly neglected content which is important regarding the blacks in history, literature, and the humanities and social sciences generally....Black studies draws on almost everything. "
Like Prof. Brancaccio, Dr. Mayo emphasized that the program is for
whites as well as blacks. He said, "Our philosophy here is not that
we're trying to develop a program of interest to the black students
alone; we are just as concerned with white students."
Prof. Brancaccio told us that one of the big questionmarks in
the success of black studies at Colby is the extent of its support among the faculty, students and administration. Prof. Drewry touches
on the same point in his letter to Dr. Mayo. He writes, "Successful
implementation of (black studies) necessitates the cooperation of the
Colby faculty. An arrangement for coverage of appropriate material
within existing courses requires more widespread cooperation than
does the provision for concentrated study which might directly involve only a small part of the faculty. "
However, Dr. Mayo told us that the black studies was receiving
an encouraging degree of co-operation among the faculty. He said,
"The professors we've spoken with are doing what they can to provide
adequate content....They have been open to suggestions and ideas. "
Other problems facing the black studies program are budgetary
concerns , financial aid, the structural difficulties of a broad interdepartmental program, and an awareness of the need. Prof. Drewry
commented on some of these problems: "The organizational structure for concentrated study in the field is more a political than an educational matter. Where decisions on this can be made in a non-political atmosphere, the structure should be dictated by such things as
the organizational structure of the college, the available resources,
and the approach desired by students and teachers who will be initially involved. For Colby this means careful examination of consortium arrangement currently under consideration. In spite of all the
drawbacks , an arrangement with other colleges that'could produce •
a stronger program than any one college could develop, has much to
recommend it. "
'The Bates, Bowdoin , Colby Consortium came into being this
past summer. Its purpose is to co-ordinate joint academic, extra-curricular , and administrative programs among the colleges. On October
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13, the black studies sub-committee held a meeting to discuss the
possibilities of consortium involvement. Dr. Douglass, the director of
the consortium , and faculty members from Bates and Bowdoin were'
present for the discussion.
In a telephone interview, Dr. Douglas told the ECHO that at
present the consortium participation in the development of black
studies was primarily as a body co-ordinating discussion among the
colleges. He said that "the next step (in the development of black
studies) must be taken by the colleges separately." He explained that
at the present time the consortium does not have the financial authorization to hire faculty . "The responsibility for more faculty for black
studies lies with the individual colleges," he said.
Mr. Douglas told us that the Consortium cannot become involved in directing or organizing a joint black studies program until
Bates and Colby reach the level of development that Bowdoin has
already attained. Bowdoin has two black faculty members teaching
Afro-American studies (one full-time, the other part-time). At Bowdoin, black studies is organized as a department with an independent
chairman and the opportunity for students to major in the field. When
Colby and Bates reach a comparable stage of development , "there
will be a basis for the discussion of a Consortium program for black
and ethnic studies," Mr. Douglas said. Bates has organized its program around what it calls an "Afro-American cultural society ."
Dr. Douglas feels that one "encouraging thing" is that "professors in the department at Bowdoin hope that eventually black studies
can be handled through the Consortium. One of the professors sug- .
gested having a concentraion of black professors " servicing all three
colleges. Dr. Mayo commented on this possibility also. He said ,
"when we (Colby and Bates) are at the level (of Bowdoin), the Consortium might employ 4 to 6' black professors and ask them to develop a cultural center to collect data to be shared by all three colleges." And the black professors would also teach at the colleges.
Prof. Brancaccio raised some objections to the plan. He questioned whether "black faculty should be floating around." He told
us that "Drewry doesn 't like the idea of circulating black faculty
being treated differently . However," he added, "it is difficult to get
blacks to come up to Maine because of the scarcity of black communities."
In his letter to Dr. Mayo, Prof. Drewry expressed a similar sentiment. He wrote, "Should Colby decide to work on this area of
study within a consortium, it should not be considered that the black
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by Si Nalira
Dun to considerable. misunderstanding relati ng to last week's
vole on the Kent State and Black Panther Defense Funds , the.
whole issue of Slu-O ' s policy on political funding was reintroduced al Hie Nov. 12lb meeting ,
A motion lo rescind Ihe Kent Slate Defense Tund rei'eren .
dum was presented lo .Sludenl Government , ll was fell by
some Ibat Stu-G should nol fund sources outside of the college eommunily and thai therefore presenting a referendum
for a pproval of a $500 allocation lo an off-campus .source
should be done away with. This motion was defeated 0-1.0-1.
therefore the Kent Slate referendum remained in effect ,
I l was then moved that Slu-G allocate ,16.100to the black
I' anther Defense Fund contin ent on nn affirmative vote from
a student referendum in which at least '/i of the , student body
mu st vote ;. This .same motion , defeated last week , was wha t had
generated much of the previously mentioned mi.sunder s'«fidin g. This time Ihe motion passed 15-fl-l.
Th e Issue of instituting a fund drive for-thc 11 hick Panthers
then arose. This proposal , also d efeated IhI week , was passed
a l this meeting ,
ThuH , after considerable dehale , the final outcome was that
then! will be a re ferendum and fund drive for both Ihe black
Panth er and tho Kent Slate Defense Funds.
He sidcs clearing up last week 's inconsistencies, what else
docs all this mean? Most imporlunlly il means Dial Slu-G' s
policy on polilkul funding is very flexible. Any issues with
stri ct political orientation such ns support of political par l ie s
or campaigns will not lie hinder by Stu-G , At the same lime ,
there are many Issues that are not .slriclly classifiable as

faculty in such a group remove the advisability of seeking to bring in
black faculty members in a variety of , fields. "
Colby has been active in other ways relating to black studies.
Dr. Mayo has pointed out that "while we are behind '¦Bowdoin in development, we were the first undergraduate liberal arts college in
New England to provide a course in Afro-American history. " And he
added, "-we have in Dr. Foner one of the acknowledged experts in the
field of Afro-American history." Prof. Brancaccio informed us that
Dr. Foner's two semester course in black American history is "more
than they have at Princeton."
Unlike Bowdoin, Colby is developing a program rather than a
department - that is black studies at Colby will be an interdepartmental program, like East Asian studies, rather than a department in
itself. It will likely offer a major to interested students.
The subcommittee on black studies recently released a report
on the courses presently being offered which pertain to the black experience. The report lists in the English Department "Slavery : History and Fiction" (115 Section G) and "Black Roles in American
Literature" (152 Sections L&T). In Sociology, the report mentions
several courses partially relating to the problems of blacks: "Contemporary Social Problems" (331), "Collective Behavior" (396),
"Race and Minorities" (352), and several others. Philosophy and Religion offers Seminar 392 a course on the methods of non-violence,
which is, the report states, "germane to many of the events of the
last two years in our major cities." Three history courses deal comprehensively with the black situation in America. They are History
397, 398, and 432, courses taught on Afro-American history by Dr.
Foner. The Department of Economics includes a course on the developing countries of Africa (334).
The Center for Coordinated Studies has been mentioned as a
possible nucleus from which to develop a viable balcks studies program. Prof. Drewry wrote in his letter. "The Center for Coordinated Studii
is a possible instrument for the development of a Black Studies Program. Should it be used, it is necessary that the director of the Center have a good understanding and sound appreciation of the black
studies concept and that he be committed to such a program." The
Center expressed in the sub-committee's report that it "is ready and
willing to provide special offerings of interest to Black students. It
is hoped . that plans may be discussed this year with a view to the
inauguration of some type of program there next fall. "

political or non-political , 1 he policy of Student Government
then is to deal with eacli of these cases individuall y and decide
what action , if any, should be taken.
. The practicality or app licability of Ibis policy remains lo
be seen. Hopefull y b y t r e a t in g case s individuall y, Stn-G will
be enabled lo give fair treatment to controversies brough t
before , il.
The mosl important aspect of the meeting, however , remains lo be seen. This is how the students will vote in the referendum. Possible lega l ramifications of contributing to these
defense funds are being explored and students will be informe d if any com pli cations ari.se By these ,referendums , Student
Govern ment is nol trying to set a precedent of funding offcampus causes. The issue of assuring justice to the defendants
involv ed in both controversies was fell to be or enoug h import lo warrant a consideration of a possible funding by StuC.', H owever , it was also fell thai since many students bad differing opinions on the issues involved a student referendum
would be desirable befor e the final allocution of funds. The
re fer endum will lake place after Thanksgiving re cess, The outcome is anybod y 's guess.

SPECIAL PROGRAMS
by Pamela lir ownstein
A now d epartment of special programs has been formed at
Colby Ibis year , Thos e educational offerings not embraced in
under graduate pr ograms are included in this department which
is headed by a new c omer to Ihe campus , Mr , Paul Walker ,
Actually as Mr. Walk er describes it , ibis is " an old departnien l opera ting under » new name. " The. department will con-

tinue to consist of adult education and all the spring semester
evening courses which serve as an intellectual interest to Waterville residents and aid Maine teachers who need certification.
It is also responsible lor television course s which arc present
ly ina ctive. The main idea behind this plan is that Colb y professors would be seen on channel 10 b y re sid e n t s of , Mam e and
surrounding .areas such as Quebec. Tito viewers could then obtain credil by writing a paper or by taking an exam.
Anoth er aspect of this depa rtment is that during the su mmer , programs are available for doctors and members of other
professions who wish to continue their education. There is a
wid e range of workshops in which twenty-five to thirty courses
ar e offe re d between mid-April and September.
bast summer the department was redesi gned and the J anuary pro gra m was then included.
In its beginning year of operation there will be no further
changes. Mr , Walke r feels that first it is more important to become established. Possibl y, next year , (here will be additions
and deletions which might include new programs not yet in
existence and , perhap s, more work off-campus.
H eading such a program will be a new venture for Mr.
Walker , Hu t he is very much qualified for such an endeavor ,
A graduate of Stanford University, he continued his education
at the Harvard Graduate School of Business Administration
where he 'receiv ed his masters degree in 1961. During the next
tw o years Mr. Wa lker was employed at Stanford Universi ty,
first as Assi stant Research Administrator and then as Head of
Administrative Services. Fro m Stanfor d be came lo Ihe Kast
coast as Ihisincss Manager and Comptroller a t lilmirn College in
in New York for the year endin g in 1967. Between 1967 and
1969 , he was enrolled in a course a l Teachers College , Columbia Universi ty leading to nn Nd, D. degree. Mr, Walker came t o
Colby this fall after a year spent in (be researching and Writing
of a dissertation of the Clnremont Coil-groin Claremont ,
California.

by Tim Carey
Within the next week or two, th e CRB will finally arrive at a com
promise decision (assuming a compromise is possible), on the issue of
ROTC on campus. At this point, then, it might be best to look at just
how ROTC arrived on the Colby campus, and its history over the last
seventeen years.
In January of 1951 the college applied , along with four hundred
other schools, for one of the sixty-two AFROTC units which the Air
Force was going to establish that fall. In April of 1951 the application was accepted, and the nine-man ROTC unit began classes in September. The reasons for this somewhat precipitous establishment can
be gound in the political conditions of the times. The Korean war,
then a few months old, was almost universally seen as a "just " war,
one with United Nations sanction against naked aggression. The military was also then viewed in a much more favorable manner than
today.
However, perhaps just as important a reason for the college to
accept ROTC was the fact that the Army was drafting male students
out of collage - except those in ROTC. To quote Dean Benbow, "We
would've had no men if we hadn 't accepted the ROTC program. "
Polls taken in 1951 tend to confirm this: 53 faculty members favored
keeping ROTC "in the present emergency." and only four opposed
it. However , when asked their opinion on a permanent ROTC affiliation , the vote was: 25 in favor, 19 opposed , 4 indifferent, and 10 not
voting. 85% of the male students desired ROTC on an emergency
basis, but only 60% wanted it permanently. ROTC as an institution ,
rather than as ah expedient, was never overwhelmingly favored. The
ROTC courses were compulsory for Freshmen and Sophomores (again
due to the draft laws - 85% of those enrolled were defended), and the
course load was much heavier than at present.
The '50's were ROTC's halcyon days at Colby. Even though the
detachment never comisfiioned more than twenty or so cadets a year,
the detachment fitted into the Colby society of the times fairly well
as a part of the community . There was; a ROTC drill team, a band,
a rifle team, a ROTC ball in the springtime, a post of the Ground
Observation Corps (each night fro m midnight to eight A.M. teams of
cadets would ascent Lorimer Chapel tower and scan the northern
skies for attacking Russian bombers), and even, for a time, an "Angel
Flight"' a sort of women's auxilliary. It is difficult to imagine any one
one , let alone all, of these organizations existing today.
Despite the widespread student apathy of the times, faculty
opinion remained mixed on the issue. Although polls at the time indicated that they favored keeping ROTC, a 1955 Ford Foundation
faculty self-study committee recommended greater integration of
ftOTC into the liberal arts curriculum.
Not until 1957 did the college, perhaps embarrased that Colby
was the only independent liberal arts college in New England with
compulsory ROTC , decided to put it on a voluntary basis. Despite
widespread expectation at the time that there would be a large decrease in upperclass enrollment and subsequent cancellation of the
college 's contract by the Air Force, the number of commissions re-

mained steady, although the total enrollment dropped greatly.
The ROTC unit has essentially changed littl e since the early 60's
although faculty, credit hours required , and enrollment have steadly
dropped. Only nine seniors will graduate this year , and the enrollment in each of the three lower classes is about a half-dozen each, all
well below the Air Force minimum (and the Colby average), of about
fourteen commissions per year. President Strider said last week that ,
"We lose ROTC anyway if we continue our enrollment at this low
level." He also stated that the enrollment would not necessarily remain at the present low, especially when the Vietnam war ends. Both
Colonel Harris and President Strider have said that some decision
would be forthcoming jointly between the Air Force and the college
later this year, on the enrollment problem alone, even if there were
no CRB proposal.
According to the machinery of Con-Con, cases in which Stu-G
and the Faculty differ are to be resolved by compromise in the CRB.
For the past few weeks the CRB has attempted to resolve the issue
set before it by the faculty and student government , On Nov. 5th,
the CRB passed "in principle. " a proposal making ROTC an extracurricular activity, without professorial rank for the instructors, and
allowing ROTC use of office space. Last Thursday , with a bare quorum present, the board met again. Dr. Perex pointed out that the
proposal violated U.S. law which required that one instructor be
a professor, and that ROTC be a part of the college "curriculum."
Dr. Perez pointed out that the proposal , as written, was an "impossible compromise, " and suggested that the proposal be amended
to conform to the law, i.e. that ROTC be a recognized part of the
curriculum, but without credit.
Many students felt that the proposal so amended was unacceptable and no compromise at all in that the college would be giving
moral sanction to ROTC. They also felt that, if the full membership
of the CRB were present, the altered proposal would be defeated.
Since a vote seemed about to be forced , even though several students '
hands were raised, Rich McGill, Bill Madden, Andy Koss and Roger
Sherman walked out in order to prevent a quorum from being present and a vote taken. The meeting adjourned with a good deal of
confusion on all sides as to just what the meaning of "compromise "
was, and what were its acceptable limits. Many members seemed to
feel caught between what they felt would be an equitable compromise
and one which would be approved substantially by the Board of
Trustees.
In an interview, President Strider emphasized that he felt a compromise was possible, and pointed out the rights and rules committee
as an example of "what can be done if students, faculty, and administrators work together. " When asked how much influence the CRB
recommendation would carry with himself and the Board in their
negotiations with the Air Force, the president said that it depended ,.
•%
solely on the CRB. A "reasonable " proposal would carry a lot of
weight, an "unreasonable " proposal none. He stressed that the CRB
was not anaarbiter, but rather another "input" in the decision-mak- n,
ing process ultimatly controlled by the President and Board .
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IN
RETROSPECT
by R oger Sh er m an

"The Roberts Union experiment in coeducational Living
will be continued during the academic year 1970-71 and....as
of the end of that year the experiment will be ebminated."
These words by the Board of Trustees portend the end of the
Roberts community. The community, since its inception three
years ago, has been periodically criticized by some people on
campus who bel ieve it is a h otbed f or "di ssident" activities. The
The relatively stormy history of Roberts Union has been marked by increasing alienation between the community and Eustis.
Witjii the change of deans, it seemed to some that the willingness to acco mod ate as man y differen t lif e styles as possible
faded as the token co-ed living unit was formally abolished. In
addition, dl discourse about coeducational communities has
ended. President Strider made a promise last year: "During
the remainder of the spring and next fall, we hope to ex amine
with a number of the college constituencies the broad issue of
coeducational living." However, the issue has not been studied
extensively, nor has the President ever inquired as to how the
community was working out; although it seems logical that
any serious study of the future of co-ed living would include
the evaluations and the observations of those Uving in the
only community on campus. In addition the President's promise, made in May of this year proceeded the Student Affairs
Committee of the Board of Trustees decision by barely two
weeks. According to Anne O'Hanian, a student representative
on the committee, the issue was not studied at all. Instead the
committee quickly ratified Dean Rosenthal's statement against co-ed living and then moved on to more "pressing issues"
(namely dorm autonomy).
The original community was formulated by Ann Pomroy. At that time male students inhabited the third floor of
Roberts Union while two faculty members lived on the second
floor. Ann began her long series of dialogues with Bob Gunn ,
head resident of Roberts, and former chaplin, Fred Hudson.
The reasons for wanting a community and the philosophy behind it were crystalized. It is important to note that tlie necessary students were obtained by a process of self-elimination

The administration then entered the dialogue. In the course
of the meetings, which were characterized by cooperation and
producticity, a course which would be the focus of the community
was originally agreed to by the deans, permitted twenty-four
hour parietal hours between the two floors (in the history of the
• the community, men and women have always lived on seperate floors). In addition, it set up gu idelines to insure th at
every member would respect the autonomy of every other
member of the community. However, in the fall, th e deans
reneged on the code of responsibility that they had originally
approved by insisting that parietal hours be established. It
seemed that the original atmosphere of co-operation and productivity was beginning to die. The community conceded to
the administration demands for fear of being dissolved. This
rift was never closed. Later in the year one of the male '.'members was discovered having live-in arrangements with a female
student from outside of the community. He left the community on his own for fear of jeopardizing its future. That 'community and the next two have never, to the deans' satisfaction
absolved themselves of the charge that sexual relations might
run rampant in Roberts. Indeed it was one of the primary
charges leveled at both of the following communities. In the
spring of 1969 six members of the communtiy were active in
the Chapel takeover and since that time the accusation that
the community might be a haven for "dissidents" h as been
hard to refute. The spirit and closeness within the community never eroded even during the many crises that developed;
Although, of the three communities, the first was probably the
closest.

Ombudsman Replies

The following is the response of Professor-Emeritus Alfred
Chapman, the Ombudsman, to a complaint filed by Kendall
Didsbury, Chief Justice of the Student Judiciary (ECHO - Nov
13). In that complaint, Mr. Didsbury listed four grievances of
the Judiciary in regards to Dean Mavrinac's handling of the
student who stole, a bed from Dana Hall. Mr. Didsbury wrote:

The Student Judiciary believes that:
1, The right of ori ginal jurisdiction in disci plinary matters,
as guaranteed by the Student Government Constitution ,
has been usurped by Dean Mminuc in the handling of
,
,
the ease of
2, The defendent was denied his right to be provided with
a reasonably clear written stale men t specif ying the nature of the particular misconduct charged.
3. He was denied the right to a hearing before the Student
Judiciary board.
4. Dean Mavrinac broke his promise to give the.Student
Judiciary this case.

November J 7, 1970

Mr. Kendall P. Didsbury
309 Coburn Hall
Colby College
Waterville, Maine 049OJ
Dear Mr. Didsbury!
I have consulted with the Dean concerning tlie subject of
the complaint and have his reply in writing. His reply is a challenge to any righ t on my part to receive your complaint and lo
enter tlie case. He interprets the office of Ombudsman us lim-

In the spring the first community held a general meeting for all those interested in living in Roberts the following
year. Forty to fifty students indicated such a desire. Rather
than have rival groups competefor the community, they decided to draw lots for the chance to hve there. Thus twelve
students were randomly chosen and after much dialogue with
tlie administration , were approved. The experience the following year was so damaging that the Board may refer to it in
their decision on co-ed Uving: "We feel that the risks to psychol
ogical, emotional, and physical health are sufficient to deter
us." The psychological factors, lack of trust, and general disillusionment which in part characterized the second community occurred because
different factions developed during
the year. All of this points out that randomly chosen communities can be potentially harmful if the Ufe style of the
individual members are markedly different. The problems were
eventually solved and the sense of "fraternity " again returned
to Roberts Union.
The third and final community WOuld inever have been
considered by the administration if it was not for the perseverance of many of the individual members. Even so, some of the
members felt that Eustis approved the community only becau se they feared possible student reaction to the simultaneous
rejection of both requests. In preliminary inquiries, Dean McCue encouraged Joan Emery to form a Roberts communtiy.
Joan tentatively formed a group, the majority of which was
then associated with the Center for Coordinated Studies. In
the spring Dean McCue informed the community that their
chance to live in Roberts seemed doubtful. The final decision
she went on to say, rested with Dean Rosenthal. Dean Rosenthal appeared unsympathetic and raised many questions as to

Eric Rolfson - trucking

ited to individual personal grievances, and develops his case on
legalistic technicalities. I do not accept his interpretation, Indeed, it appears to me thai this is one of the various kinds of
contingencies for which the office was created - to try to avoid
or reduce unnecessary friction or to correct injustices, the verdicts of a Judiciary excepted. Also, the Ombudsman docs not
deal with general policy conflicts; this case is one of procedure
under existing rules, not one of policy.
Under the circumstances, I do not have from the Dean any
real answer to your complaint , and can only conclude that there
is a considerable amount of justice to it, I do not question the
Dean's legal righ t in the last anal ysis to take over the case, but
have been given no adequate reason , indeed , no reason, for
the departure fro m normal rules and procedures to justif y his
action in this case. On the face of the matter, there would clearly appear to be a violation of the rules in effect when the offense wils committed. Of course, there may be offenses of such
seriousness or of such scope or nature as to require direct action by administrative officers. This case does not appear to
fall into such catego ry, It is clearl y loo late to change the
action in this case. It seems to me highly important to the college that there should be mutual trust and cooperation between the Dean and the Judiciary. This is possible only if the Judiciary is highly responsible in the performance of its functions
and if its prerogatives arc respected by administrative officers.

1 recommend that there be a clarification of these procedures and prerogatives explicitly set down in black and ¦white
with the approval of the appropriate college bod y in order
that such misunderstandings shall not occur again and that
lh« Judiciary and the Deun may work together to maintain
good college discipline,
Sincerely yours,
A, K. Chapman
Ombudsman

„

now the communtiy would "overcome the shortcomings ot
the previous two....Another meeting between the Deans and
the community proved to be polite but unproductive: a decided lack of rapport was evident. Rights and Rules approved the
community as Margrct Klugman wrapped up the defense of the
Roberts group with the eye-raising: "Just in case you are -wondering we are not a sex oriented group." Individuals pleaded
with the still taciturn Dean Rosenthal, Eustis approved the
community for one final year.
The present social situation on campus can be characterized by two phenomena. First is an increase in the desire for
co-ed living. Two groups applied for co-ed communities last
year as well as a fraternity request for girls on one floor (TDP)
At the same time one sees an increase in CCS growth. The logical conclusion to the philosophy behind the Center's living
learning complex is a communtiy living arrangement. This is
evident in that the two groups that did apply for communities
were composed of Center members. The second phenomenon is
a serious decline in fraternity interest. This year male transfer
students were housed in one fraternity and sophomores with
low room numbers virtually forced to live in others. Community proponents argue that rather than perpetuate a dy ing
system, wh y not let the Center which is pressed for living
space, expand into certain fraternity houses. The houses consisting of two floors (men could live on one floor, women on
the other), a library, living room,.and basement are ideal for
individual center groups. In any event President Strider, as per
his promise, should organize some sort of task force to discuss
tho issues of co-ed living and proposals such as this.
*

.*

#

*

*
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Last year the proposed communtiy, amidst the strife,
experienced a transcendent feeling of purpose that can only
be described as similar to the way many of the students and
faculty felt during the strike. The "oneness" of lust spring
now seems like the faded dreams of childhood but the sponlanaiely undjoy can never be totally lost. Perhaps the community is the last stronghold of the strike. In any event, I
fear that the third age of the Middle Earth has come to an end
Beware for the next age Is the age of man.
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by Dave DeLong
This fall Colby is in the second year of its capital fund drive,
commonly called "The Plan for Colby", Everybody has heard
of this fund drive, the administration has made sure of that, but
few students are aware of the goals of the drive and' how they
¦
are being pursued.
\ .
• In the first year of "The Plan for Colby" campai gns concentrated for the most part in New England, New York, Philadelphia, and Washington. Each campaign involved, organizational meetings between campaign coordinators and alumni
volunteers. Each volunteer was given a list of four or five .•
alumni to contact personally seeking pledges for the fund.
' Edward Turner, Vice-President for Development and secretary to the campaign's steering committee, said in a recent in-,
terview that the drive is being extended across the, country this
year. Campaigns are being conducted among alumni in Los
Angeles, San Francisco, Chicago, Detroit, Rochester, and St.
Petersberg, Fla. Frank Stephenson , Director of the Annual
Giving Progra m and a campaign staff member, noted , "We
have campaigns only where the concentration of alumni
would warrent a campaign." in areas ¦where there are "special
prospects" Dr. J. Seelye Bixler, National Chairman of the

drive, makes a special written appeal to them.
The goal of "The Plan for Colby" is 6.7 million dollars. .
over a period of five years. Recently, the fund passed the
3.1 million mark which Turner said , "is right on schedule."
However, he termed this 3.1 million, "the easy money". He
went on to say, "Out of 6.7 million we feel we'll do very
well if alumni can give 1.5 million. The rest would come from
friends, foundations, parents, and corporations."
Turner outlined the paittem of giving needed to raise the
6.7 million. Experience has shown that in a fund drive such
as th is there are a certain number of large gifts that must be
obtained in order to reach the goal. "The Plan for Colby" requires forty-two major gifts. These gifts vary in size from one
in the range of $750,00 to twenty in the range of $25,000.
At the present time Colby has secured eighteen of the
necessary forty-two gifts. The largest one is a $450,000 donation from an individual.
The funds raised in "The Plan for Colby" campaign are to
be used for endowment and construction. Out of the 6.7
million, 2 million have been earmarked for endowment. Half
will be used to endow "distinguished professorships" and the
other half the scholarshi p program. The remaining 4.7 million
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will be used for construction*. Included in thc.proposed construction plans are a new 65Q-seat theater and an addition to
Bixler for art and music. For the sciences an addition to the
science center and alterations to Keyes and Life Sciences have
been proposed. Other proposed construction includes new
residences for 120 students, a new infirmary, a new building
for the Spa, bookstore , and post office, living-learning alterations, dormitory to office conversion, and Miller library
.
alterations.

In November Colby's fund raisers will find themselves in a
a unusual position. For the first time in the school's history
they will be running a capital fund drive and the Annual fund
drive simultaneousl y. The latter of course is run every year
to make up the balance of the school's oneratina hnrWt

space
McFarlaneb exp lo rat ion

by Pamela Brownstein
Ten years ago, Professor Ross. A. McFarland , now director
of the Guggenheim Center at the Harvard School of Public
Health, participated in the old Averiil Lecture Series on the im
plications and complexities involved in putting a man on the .
moon. Now that the United States has succeeded in doing so,
Professor McFarland returned to Colby on November 12 to
lecture on the "Human Factors in the Exploration of Space".
He considered the "problems of human or animal existence
in space in terms of the loss of some of the more important
and less obvious lifemaintaihing functions of the atmosphere".
Although the atmosphere becomes an empty vacuum at six
hundred miles above the earth's surface, functions important
to man cease at lower heights. McFarland , a recognized world
authority on aerospace health and safety, spoke with special
reference to oxygen needed for respiration , hazards of decreasing barometric pressure, cabin pressure and gravity.
The lecturer was introduced by President Stridor who first
honored the Dana and Bixler Scholars' for whom the lecture
program is named. Professor McFarland's address was spiked
with humorous anecdotes and remarks and was supplemented
with slides, charts and films.
In ligh t of the controversy concerning the value of these
exorbitantl y expensive flights, McFarland assured the audience
that the money invested was well worth it. He feels that later
"the effort will pay for itself". He noted that from the space
progra m we have learned a great deal about man's functions
and his ability to adapt to a different environment. There have

also been many helpful medical findings including contributions to space medicine.
Space research has also greatly abetted our knowledge in
other fields. Tests revealed that some plants grow four times
as quickly in moon dust than in earth soil. Professor McFarland
said that the Department of Agriculture is now carrying on further studies. Other areas explored were the origins of storms
and the mapping of geological formations. McFarland asserted
that all this wouldn't have been possible had the space program
never existed.
McFarland told the responsive audience that presently the
space program is concerned with men who can orbit the earth
for one to two months. He added that we will obviously have
to provide more comfortable living arrangements for this to be
possible. Another point he made was that the United States
and Russia have just signed a pact in which it was decided to
send an American and a Russian up together.
McF'arland feels that one of the best outcomes of the space
progra m has been the opportunity for large groups of men and
women to work together in a common effort. Although the
program has been very costly, he believes that it has broadened
our horizons in that now we have begun to think differentl y
about the earth. Most important "has been the impact on the
education and the people in the world. It is said that this is the
best thing America has ever done. We have gained more goodwill this way". At a reception following the lecture, he remarked, "Whenever you go abroad , when people hear you are from
America, they say 'Please tell us more about the moon!."

that is not covered by student tuition fees. The goal of this
year 's Annual fund drive is $400,000. Last year the goal was
$300,000 and $320,000 was raised. Needless to say this year's
campaign will be much tougher because it must compete with
the capital fund drive.
When asked the inevitable question of how the October 9
issue of the Echo would effect the college 's fund raising, Turner replied , "I' m not in a position to say how its going to effect our fund raising. "
On the same question Stephenson said , "I haven 't had any
alumni reaction but on the other hand there has been quite a
reaction fro m the parents. I don 't think that it 's an issue that
is necessarily going to effect alumni support but I don 't know
now."

Le dernier
des Grandes

At the end of World War II , four leaders were refered to as the
"Big Four ": Roosevelt, Stalin, Churchill, and DeGaulle. The last of
the Big Pour died last week.
A personage of controversies, he was always loved or hated, but
he never left anyone indifferent. His actions in France and in the
World were dedicated to peace and cooperation among peoples. Several times, he supported the cause of the weak, the threatened, the
homeless.
During his presidency, he appeared as a powerful leader. He
wrote a new constitution for France in order to give back to her the
pride that she was loosing under the parliamentary system.
According to the principles of "self determination ", he granted
independence to the former French Empire and ended the long and
painful war of Algeria.
While being President of France, he strived and succeeded in
building an independent France. To achieve his goal, he refused any
kind of foreign occupation, and launched the nuclear and space programs which gave new prestige to France.
Charles de Gaulle, often called a conservative was in fact a social
reformer. He set up welfare measures, back from 1940 to 1969. He ' ;
gave to France new political and economic institutions. The last project of participation was indeed his own creation to harmonize the
two main systems which rule the World today.
For many french people who lived under his presidency for more
than 10 years, this period was the one where greatness could be felt.
French people were lead by the voice and the person of the Father,
as we used to call him. The Father is dead, and the sorrow is deep
in our hearts.
Jacques Hermant

One of the major controversies this year has been the
dispute' between the deans; office and the Student Judiciary ov er the question of jurisdiction in non-academic dis
ciplinary cases. The issue/was raised when Dean Mavrinac
without 'consulting the Judiciary;;punished a student who
was caught stealing a bed from Dana HalirThe Student
Government Handbook states: "Except for academic dishonesty and other academic offenses... the Student Judiciary shall solely possess the right of original jurisdiction
of any incident calling for possible disciplinary action of
any college undergraduate(s)." The Student Judiciary
felt that by by-passing them in this case the dean had violated their right of original jurisdiction; they asked Mr.
Mavrinac to release the case and allow it to be handled
through the established channels. When Dean Mavrinac
refused , Ken Didsbury, the Chief Justice of the Student
Judiciary, filed a complaint with Prof. Chapman, the Ombudsman.
Tuesday, Prof. Chapman reported to Ken his conclusions and recommendations. Mr. Chapman wrote: "I
have consulted with the Dean concerning the subject of
the complaint and have his reply in writing. His reply is
a challenge to any right on my part to receive your complaint and to enter the case. He interprets the office of
Ombudsman as limited to individual personal grievances."
President Strider expressed a similar opinion in an interview with the ECHO Monday. The President said that, as
he understood the intent of the Constitutional Convention, the Ombudsman could only handle cases which were
brought to him by the "aggrieved party." Dr. Strider defined "aggrieved party " as the individual who had suffered from :an allegedly unfair punishment.
Prof. Chapman disagrees with this interpretation of
the Ombudsman's authority. He writes: "it appears to me
that this (a dispute over jurisdiction) is one of the various
kinds of contingencies for which the office was created.. "
The constitutional provisions for the office as accepted
by the Trustees seem to substantiate Prof. Chapman's
interpretation. The "Report on Actions Taken by the
Board of Trustees ontheRecommendations of the Constitutional Convention" states:
"3. The Ombudsman shall entertain complaints by
any member of the Colby community who wishes to
present a grievance which is not within the jurisdiction of a duly constituted college judicial body, and
he shall attempt to obtain satisfaction of any complaint he considers.
"4. Upon receipt of a complaint the Ombudsman . .
shall first determine whether the complainant has
exhausted iall other remedies, whether the complaint
is beyond the jur isdiction of all duly constituted college judicial bodies , and reject any complaint which
does not satisfy these three tests...but he shall otherwise accept and consider all complaints presented."
The Constitution says nothing about the Ombudsman being "limited to individual personal grievances."
Instead, it makes the jurisdiction of the Ombudsman very
broad, and almost certainly the flexibility was intentional
But perhaps most important is the fact that Dean
Mavrinac has refused to cooperate with the Ombudsman
and thereby reduces even more the value of the reforms
which came from Con-Con. The college is at a stage when
reasonedvoices, like Mr. Chapman's, are desperately need
ed. To deny this potentially invaluable peace-maker the
opportunity to fulfill the potential of his office is a great
disservice to the college.
Furt her , we feel that by challenging the Ombudsman 's authority in the matter, Dean Mavrinac is in effect
dodging the original question - has the dean usurped
authority from the Student Judiciary or not. On this
question , Mr. Chapman wrote; "I do not question the
Dean 's legal right in the last analy sis to take over the
case, but h ave been given no adequat e reason , indeed, no
rea son , for the departure from normal rules and procedures to justify his action in this case. On the face of the
matter , there would clearly appear to be a violation of
the rules in effect when the offense was committed." The
administration should take this conclusion into account
when acting on future disciplinary cases. Dean Mavrinac
may be right about the need for judicial reform but these
changes must come throu gh reasoned discourse , not administrative edict.
Last week , t h e E CHO printed th e complaint f rom
Ken Didsbury to Prof. Chapman. Mr Didsbury authorized
us to publish his statement but did ask that it be withheld
until Prof. Chapman had time to issue a response. Regretably, we misunderstood Mr. Didsbury 's request and printed the statement before Mr. Chapman 's investi gation h ad
been completed. We apologize to both parties concerned.
We also would like to ap ol ogize to Dean Mavrinac,
who feels that one line in the complaint attacked him unfairly. The present ECHO staff has argued against several
of Mr. Mavrinac's actions, but we have taken care that
these arguments not be attacks on his personality or character. We regret that anything that appears on our pages
could be so construed.

letters to the edito r
A Statement of Clarification and Apology
Last week a complaint that I filed against the
Dean's Office to the Ombudsman appeared in the Echo.
In that statement I said that Dean Mavrinac lied to the
members of the Student Judiciary. The use of the word
"lied" is regretable. Amidst the confusion of our argument I began to distrust his intentions without just cause
I now believe that he did not intend to deceive the members of the Student Judiciary. I apologize to Dean Mavrinac for suggesting that his intentions were less than
honorable when he chose not to give us the Dana Bed
Case.
Nevertheless, I still disagree with his distinctions
about the rights to jurisdiction of the various discipline
problems. I believe that we have serious differences of
opinion that will have to be resolved in our meetings
of the Rights and Rules Committee, where we will discuss judicial reform. I hope that the suspicions and distrust which arose from all quarters will not reoccur as
we begin to tackle the monumental task ahead.
Kendall P. Didsbury

COLBY

Dear Mr. Parry.
Having been out of the country for four years I
find your "Echo" most informative. I bring to it an unbiased mind, seeking why the good in this generation's
thinking so often prompts unfortunate behavior.
At the outset I want you to believe that I mind,
perhaps more than you do, what this age of technocr- '
acy has done to our society, especially here in this affluent country. In reading your paper what I most appreciate is your honesty. I can not but contrast it with
the more familiar hyppcracy. I am very much impressed by your alwaysprinting both sides of a controversy.
I have also noticed with pleasure your desire for outspoken discussion. Therefore I have decided to give you
my point of view where it differs from yours.
"The United Cretin Front" in your October 23rd
issue (only just received!) sums up that spirit of arrogant pride, to me, irreconcilable with a better world.
"Whatever you can build up, we can tear down". Of
course they can. Tearing down is easy. While there are
things that must be destroyed, it seems to me that young
people's faulty thinking lies in lumping together the
good and the bad without discrimination. Prejudice
prevails rather than reason: if it belongs to the older
generation it must be eradicated.
Now, it may interest you to know that I was
very much more shocked by your "Echo" of October
16th than by your now famous "October 9th issue"
To call your photograph of the nudes obscene is absurd
In an art gallery it would be a very acceptable contribution. What was shocking was to find it in a campus pub
lication used for propaganda purposes, along with a revolting article. One can not better President Strider's
objection. The issue displays very bad taste.

___
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the

Right

N\OR£ POCOCRFOLU TrtAN A POP-OP-TOAST ER
AB LE TO TlrLL Tlf\£ ON HIS £P»RO AGNECO
tOATCM A T A SINGLE £>LJ\NC__ .. YES DRAT
IT'S, X ..THE..P//
by Jim Perlo ff

If last week's CAPTAIN TRIX seemed a little dated, it's due to
the fact that I did it last Jan Plan. Incidentally, the gem had been lost
for more than a month. It had been sitting all that time on a coatrack
shelf in Bixler , until a friend of mine happened to stumble onto it
(his name withheld by request - he doesn 't want it connected with
the strip). So all you people who would have ripped it up before it
went to press - you had your chance and you blew it!!
This week's lecture is on seeing people on the way to class, who
you know vaguely or otherwise.
In the first place, you should never say "Hi," to them. If you do,
they will inevitably respond with "How .are you?" and as everyone
knows, this is the most unrepliable question ever put to the brain.
There are several ways of trying to deal with it, but they are all unsatisfactory since they always give the interrogater the edge:
(1) You can say the usual "fine." "fair " or "pretty good," but
this makes you look like an inane, nonverbal clod who can't think of
a clever answer.
, (2) If you pause to think of a clever answer, you look even
twittier, because, after ally who besides a twit gives a heck about a
simple, innocuous question like "How are you?"
(3) You can say nothing, but then you become antisocial, or
even worse, a complete vegetable.
(4) You can have a stock of clever answers preplanned, but once
you say one to the same person twice it becomes obvious that you
preplanned it (rather than being spontaneous as you hoped it would
look) and therefore you must be neurotic.
The only real solution , of course, is to always beat the other person to saying "How are you?" However, beware of vicious counter ,
responses like, "O.K. How are YOU? " (Incidentally, "What's happening ?" also fits into this genre. As everyone knows, nothing is ever
happening to anybody. '
This applies primarily, however, to a boy-boy situation. In boygirl, a whole new set of troubles arises.
For example, if you 're walking with you hair in your face and
your shirt out, the girl will look at you like "Wow! What a repulsive
slob!" On the other hand, if you push your hair in . place and tuck
you shirt in, the girl will look at you like "Tee-hee! Self-concious!"
(This goes especially with Dana girls - you can't beat 'em.) The trick
is to fasten everything securely before you go public, and then drool
until a girl with her slip showing comes along.
Another thing with the females is who eyes who first. If the girl
catches you eyeing her first, .,she will either look at you like "Ha!
Cotcha!" or else grimace and flip her head in the opposite direction
The.best rejoinder is to burst out laughing (or a mere guffaw will do),
after which she will stop immediately and look down to see what's
wrong with her appearance .
Whoops! Who's that undyeing mah hair red?
G Bitch of the week: Someone who takes dope for the first
time and automatically becomes a "heavy " person (as below). Re
quested by a head.

by Randall Childs
Being bankrupt for exciting ideas this week, I find myself turning
to my inspirational mentor , Jim Perloff , for content and form. The subtitle for this week 's column (back by popular demand) is "Destruction, For
Fun and Profit. " I was moticated to this by the latest incident , the breakin at the Colby Bookstore of last weekend.
It's really a shame. There have been few complaints about the
"irrelevance ', of the Bookstore this year. Under the new management
of Mr. Richard Leavitt, there has been an increased variety in books
of both a serious and non-academic nature; I've been impressed by
what seems to be a greater number of people simply browsing around
this year. Of course, Joe's Smoke Shop still remains the primary
source of reail pornography in Waterville, but for those who pursue
pruient pastimes here at Camp Kolby there are such all-time classics
such as The Pearl, My Secret Life, Erotic Fantasies, Story of O , and
a few others. Alas, to this new citadel of enlightened capitalism tragedy struck.
The party that broke in seemed to know its way around, leading
Richard Leavitt to the assumption that it may have been Colby student^). Most damaging was the theft of one hundred recorded tapes,
valued at $6.98 each; somehow or another , they managed to haul the
entire display cabinet out of a window. (Be on the alert for anyone
selling tapes in a wood-and-glass case.) Also taken was some small
cash, a number of pens, beer tankards, and at least one painting. If
they didn 't know their way around , they were at least thorough ,
pilfering some additional tapes from underneath the counter and
stamps from the office. At legist , Mr. Leavitt said, they showed "Good
taste."
Speaking of good taste and enlightened capitalism, I understsind
Herman's Pizza will deliver free on campus for only a $5.00 order. He
doesn't sell beer, but I think he can procure it, so long as the food to
tals at least a fin.
After somehow surviving a 20 month vacation with uncle Sam
in the Tropics, it seems1 ironic that I almost encountered my undoing
the other day here at Colby College. Namely, while treading the. mud
path between Dana and Lovejoy, I slipped, and d*** near broke my
a **. (Apoligies to the Administration for my references of poor taste
and tone.) I thought that the partial pavement was a blessing, but it
has increased traffic, making progress hazardous. The paving of only
a fraction of this path strikes me as a typical half-a**ed measure on
the part of B & G. Maybe with a little less vandalism around here,
Ansel Grendall in the B & G pilot seat can get something done on
this.
Despite poor student response in a hastily-organized referendum
last week, the Administrative Committee voted against a proposal to
annihilate Thanksgiving vacation fotfnext year. Although the idea of
an October vacation does have its merits, to confiscate the Thanksgiving recess would be a kind of sacrilege, and an unhealthy favoritism to the faculty and administrative staff , who, after all, live here
and can enjoy the holiday with their families. Although the 4V_ day
break is tough on those students who live some distance from Waterville, most of the student body comes from New England or metropolitan New York, and it is this majority who would have suffered the
most. Unfortunately the vote rejecting Dean Benbow's propbsied seems
to have been due more to technical difficulties than moral considerations, so future generations of Colby transients (students) may have
to face this problem.

''

Robert W. Fallen, administrative vice president of
Colby College for the 1970-71 academic year, is among
ten members appointed by the Board of Governors of
the Federal Reserve System to its advisory committee
on truth-in-lending.
They will join with ten other members who were
appointed to the committee when it was organized two
years ago. •:' '. '
The group was established in accordance with the
federal truth-inTlehding ' act which went into effect Jul y
1, 1969 and, iii accordance with that law, committee
members represent the' public, lenders and sellers of
merchandise on credit.
Professor Pulleri, .who is serving as administrative
vice president in place of Ralph S. Williams who is on
sabbatical leave, will serve on the committee for two
years.
Chairman .of the department of economics at Colby
he has been a member of the faculty here since * 1945 a .
and has served as chairman of the department since 1964
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AN EVENING WITH THE CHOIR
The Chapel Choir is presenting a Choral Evensong
November 22 ul 4:00 p.m. in Lorimer Chapel. The music of Ral ph Vau ghn-Williams, Fran/, Schubert (Mass in
G), and Cli. Gounad will bo sung.

AN EVENING WITH THOR

100

On Sunday, November 22nd, at 4:00 P.M. .Choral
Evensong will be presented in Lorimer Chapel. Chaplain
Thorwaldsen will officiate at this service, with the Lorimer Chapel Choir providing special music.
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The Hamlin and Goodwin Speaking Con lest will be
Monday, November 23 at 4:00 p.m. in Lovejoy 100.
The Hamlin Contest (open only to Freshman) consists
of a 6-0 minute extemporaneous speech on any topic of
intercut to the speaker. Prizes lire: $15 for 1st, $10 for
2nd , and $5 for 3rd.- The Goodwin Contest (open to all
'
minute oration ;¦...' ¦
students) consists of u rnorc j ornial,8-10
First pri ze is $50, second $35; and third $15. Judgin g- , >
will lw members of the Dcpt. of Public Speaking.
*¦
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OH, FOR THE ABILI TY OF
SPBRO AGNEW
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Unbeknownst to many people , there is a pig associated
with the Colby Campus. (Some people however claim there
are several). "Hamlet", who graces our cover this week,
lives off campus in the yellow house and rarely makes it
to Colby. He does travel downtown on occasion, though
and was once seen entering Berry's on a leash. We overheard
one of the watching gentleman remark"that pig must be
from Colby" but we were unable to fathom the real
meaning of his remark.The pig relieved himself while in
the store, but a well known campus canine removed the
evidence.
The other day someone told us that one of the owners of
Elvina & Delia.s, that exclusive, ultra-fashionable women.s
clothing store on main Street also had a pig as a pet. When
it got too big she put it in her car, trundeled it off to the
butcher and, we assume, had bacon made.
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est in film s and film criticism. Among the more important fun ctions of,the Society will be annual film awards
to be voted, on each Spring. Members will be polled on
what they consider the .Best Film; Best Dir ection , Best
Film Criticism of the previous calender year.,Further
information is available from the American Federation ,
of Film Societies, 144 Bleeckcr Street, New York , N.Y.
10012.
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Trustee Committees
1. Buildings and Grounds: *Joseph Garcelon
2. Equal Opportunity : *Douglas Williams
3. Planning: * John Philson
4. EPC: *Anthony Maramarco
5. Student Affairs: Kendall Didsbury

The N a t ion a l Soci ety of Studctn Film Critic s i s open
f or membershi p to all college students with a high inter-
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Student Government members marked with an asterisk.

OPEN FOR MEMBERSHIP
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STUDENTS ON COMMITTEES

Ismacl, Spanish composer, singer, and guitarist , will
give a concert sponsored by the International Relations
Club and Spa n ish Club Nov emb er 21, at 7:00 p.m. in
Dunn Lounge. Admission is free. Ismacl studied in Madrid and be gan his career as a musician in Paris. After
tourin g th e M ed i t erran ean , he return ed t o Sp ain where
he has become one of its most jpopular musicians.
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$400
Dark Room Associates
300
Play (Stop the World)
150
international, Relations
200
Environmental Council
700
Play(Roar of the Grease)
4645.60
WMHB
2000
Pequod
700
Film Direction
200
Basketball Cheerleaders
760
Outing Club
" : ..
5200
Echo
. .
Graphic Arts Workshop . 510
202
Colby Working Together
200
Class of '73
60
Cahteberry
300
Hillel
1425
Powder and Wig
182
Sy n Swi m Club
Eidos
200
615
Film Workshop
5 to 8000
SOBU
IhterVarsityChristian Fel. 250
Oracle
?(780O)
223
Outing Council

A prize of $50.00 will be .awarded by the Colby Library Associates to ttie Senior vfho.nas during his four
years in college assembled the best collection of books.
Each contestant must submit a description of his collection to the College Librarian before the Spring Recess. This description , riot to exceed 500 words, should
cover the following points: salient features of the col- •
lection (number of books, authors covered, subjects
covered), origins of and reasons for specialization, and
future development of the collection.
Shortly after the Recess each contestant will be •
notified as to when the Board of J udges will call to see
the books. No absentee books will be given consideration by the judges. For more information, see Kenneth
P. Blake, College Librarian.
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THE PIG is alive and well
at Colby

THIS IS WHERE IT WENT

PULLENI PULLS A BIG ONE

The Student Arts Festival will be sponsoring a Craft's
Fair on Saturday, February 13, from 10:00 A.M. till
4:00 P.M. We hope to have a cross-section of both professional and student works, and an yo ne with any degree of skill in any craft is welcome to participate. The
prof essional craftsmen we hav e alr ead y conta cted are
skilled in such diverse areas as pottery, weaving, silversmithing, silk screcnin g, l entherw ork , candlemaking,
woodcarvini;, Japanese brush paintin g, stainin g g la ss,
and making hooked rugs. The lair will take place in
Runnal' s Union , where ther e is am p le space for setting
up demonstrations. The purpose of the fair is not only
to display finished product s, but to d emonstrate the
skills involved in completing the work and , hopefully
to interest others in learning your craft. Those who wish
to will have plenty of opportunity to sell their wares. If
you ar e inter ested in participating in this h eroi c venture
please contact I'nm Livingston at ext. 530 in Mary Low ,
Dee kelscy, or Bill Anderson. Remember, you don't
have t o have a tr emendous amount of talent , and we
will welcome a ny skill , no matter how bizarre.

College Committees
1. Administrative: *Richard Gawthrop, Bru ce Cummings, Becky Littleton
2. Admissions: *Wayne Brown, *El izab e th R oss
*Scott Surdut
3. . AFROTC : *Nushe Safinya, W. Scott Lawhorne
' Sally Chester, John Crabtree
4. Architectural: *John Philson, Jackie Olivet, Christopher Pinkham
5. Athletics: *Alan Blank er , R onald Lu p t on , Sall y
Chester, Mark Aronson , William Hamilton
6. Bookstore : *Joscph B enson *Dani el Bl ak e,
Andrew Ca mpbell
7. Campus Natural Enviroment: *Ann Tr av er,
N a th an Woodruff
8. Commencement: Jack Dyer, James Markos, Jan e
Hig ht , J ohn Zacamy
9. Domestic Student Exchange : *Joseph Benson
*Deborah Christensen, *J. Holly Armitagc ,
Marth a Bernard

Fa culty Meeting Representatives:
* Kenneth Eisen
* John Philson
* Rob ert G ordon
* Ste phen Orlov
* Daniel Blake
Micha el Mescrve
Charl es Ho gan

EPC: Carolyn Additon , Matth e w Po w ell , Anthony
Maramar co*
Exams and schedules: Sue Feinberir , Rosalind
Wasserman*
Finan cial Aid: Roger Sherman , Elizab e th Sh ercr*,
Rob e rt Gor d on *, Ellen Kinney
Finan cial Priorities: J, Ward Briggs*, Tim Carey, ,
Roger Sherman
Fore ign Stud ents and Stud y: Michael Mouchos, '
Ja cques Hcrmunt , Cumul Yalinpala , J. Holly
Armita gc*
Fr eshman Week: Kenn eth Eisen*, Steve llappapor t,
Jonathan LcVeen *, Susan Yovic*, Bruce

Drouin

SIGN AND SKI
Sign up for ski lessons during J anuary, Beginners and
Int ermediate will be offered.
Women sign upp in I' , E. Office - llunnaln Union
Men - sign up in gym room 207
Sign up Dates - Nov. 23 - Dec, 4
Class sizes are limited - Hign up earl y,..,

Honorary Degrees: Terry Boyle, Russell Clearcy
Library Committee: Scott Surdu l\P«t Rachal ,
Nushi Safinya*, Anne Garner , Dav id Hoitt*
Safety Committee: R. Daniel Savory , Virginia
Leslie, Anthony Maramarco*
Senior .Scholars: Bonnie Russell, Harold Payson
Standing: Murk Newman *, Kathy Winslow*
Special Programs: Janle Levinc, William Rouhanu ,
Mark Aronson , Jeff Hancock *
Rights and Rules: Robert Gordon *, Charles Hoga n,
Sheila Marks*, Sally Chester, Anne O'Hunian *
William llouhnna , Kendall Didsbury

w ho Is
DON MCLEAN?
by Jeff Paul and Bill Goldstein
I listened to this LP last night at about two in the morning
With my eyes closing Don McLean began playing and singing.
After the first song, "Castles in the Air" I-was no longer tired.
What followed is almost indescribable. This is a very personal
album but it strikes out at many areas of society & life in general.
Who is Don McLean? If you saw Pete Seeger two springs
ago here at Colby, you saw Don. He did one solo number and
played backing banjo & guitar for the rest of the night.
Don is about 22 or 23 years old now & tho I hate to compare musicians, he possesses a voice very similar to Tom Rapp
(Pearls Before Swine) only a little clearer & higher perhaps.
But despite his fine vocals and guitar playing, his lyrics are
the equal of Dylan's earlier works, and that's no bull!
There is incredible social comment as well as solutions, or
at least alternatives, in this LP. Nothing is safe from Don's
scrutiny as he proves on "Magdalene Lane."
This album is mostly just Don & his guitar with some fine
backing by Pete Childs, Edward Bogas & several others. I
could easily have been over arranged, but thank the heavens it
wasn't.
My only apprenension about this albun is that it is on a
relatively minute label, "Mediarts," and thus it won't get the
publicity or push it needs. I didn 't sleep too much last night
& it's all Don McLean's fault. It's nice to have friends like that,
This album is as good folk as "Elton John" is good Rock'n
Roll. It is almost too good to be believed, but it's for real.
"Tapestry" by Don McLean (mediarts 41-1)

Bread at Colby: or How Come No One From Colby Goes
to Colby Concerts?
by Jeff Paul
It all began with some cackling and ended with a yawn.
For weeks before last week's concert Swift Tarbell kept
telling everyone that "Make it with You" was one of the poorer things Bread had ever done. Well that statement might be
true, but such was not the case last Saturday night. But let me
go back to the beginning.
The festivities began with some chicken calls by who else?
Joe Chicken Man. Things got a little worse when Johnny C.
steppe d out next , showing off some Waterville Humor (?)
When Zanidu their the stage, I was hoping they would make
it. Forget it. 11 was theri first paid gig after practicing for a few
months "in a room about as big as this stage." They began .
with a Johnny Winter blues tunc and it came off O.K., especiall y the vocals. But after that Zanidu sputtered and since
all they could do was their rehearsed material , the audience
bore through the remainder of the one hour set that never
should have happened. Personally I'd rather listen to a jam for
an hour or so. The group showed some signs of life however.
Vocals, as mentioned earlier, were fine by the rhythm tu itarist, whose amp was too weak for spacious Wadsworth G ym.
The lead guitarist had his moments to shine, but that was about it. I reall y don't enjoy ripping-off a concert, but the
rh ythm section was the worst I've heard in ages. The bass
player particularly offended me, but that's their problem.
Drums? Wha t about drums? They're nice to have, so why not
do a solo, O.K., so some people enjoyed the "In-a-gnda-davida/
Toad" thin g, but 1 f ound that it hardly made up for all the
beats he missed. The true test came at 9:05 pm EST, If a
rock group cannot do Chuck Berry songs, then they 'd better
hang it up. Zanidu went head to head with "Oh Carol" and
lost. This group gets an A for effort , humility, and pr oblems,
but as far as their pcrformance....Ncxt case. (I guess it's a lot
ea sier criti cizin g than playin g be for e a hun gry audi en ce, but
Zanidu j ust didn 't make it.)
As their obnoxious manag er said , "Here's what you all
cam e for , from L.A., Bread."
All right. Tlte audience was up now because of what had
just come to pass, but b e for e I ge t to th e mu sic , a w ord ab out
the crowd, I guess no one could complain about the size of the

audience too much considering who, where, when and so
weiter. But the place was about 3A full and out of that there
may have been a couple hundred people from Colby .The
rest were either from Waterville (mostly sitting on the floor)
or other schools. You can always tell the town's people at a
concert. They 're always an hour early and they inevitably
huddle as close to the stage as possible, but that's cool, I
guess.
Oh yes, I almost forget - Bread. Here are the particulars:
bass - guitar - organ & vocals - Memphis; rhyth m guitar &
vocals - Tulas; lead guitar - bass & organ - L.A., & drums - L.A.
The best way I can describe Bread's performance is that
it was very pleasant. (How nice!) With the exception of "the
other side of this Life," a fine acoustic number, Bread's first
set seemed to be one continuous song. This can be a very good
thing, not for me that night, but for most of the people it was
"so fine." Also in set one, they did their current single which
was well received as was "greasy Love."
— 15 minute intermission
Set two proved one thing - this crowd was definitely waiting for "Make it with You." When it came there were sighs,
swoons and moans of ecstacy. People were singing along and
it proved to be just what Swift said it wasn't - their most popular number. The rest of the second set I would divide into
three parts. The first and the longest one was more of the flowing "sound" that Bread creates. Again it seems like one song
even though there were many in the set. Part two: Bread goes
one on one with Chuck Berry. They were smarter than Zanidu
because they jumped from tune to tunc creating a pretty good
medley of "J ohnny B. Goode, You Can 't Catch Me, Ro ck' n
Roll Musi c, Swee t Little Sixt een , & back to Johnny B." This
was reall yithe onl y chance to dance, but as usual the Wadsworth
crowd couldn 't make it. Lastl y, came'thc finale. Now , you see,
these crowds are not dumb, because when Bread announced
their last number, n ot onl y did people stand & clap (nol in
th e Berry Medley tho?) but some even left.
The crowd enjoyed the concert but it wasn't a Colby
crowd. Why ? I j ust don 't know. But by the response, I think
we found where a lot of the Waterville music heads are at.
I was kind of bored by the whole thins, if fact I almost forgot to leave at the end. But there'll he other days.
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GREYHOUND
Special Student Bus
Boston - New York City
Every Friday afternoon
Leaving Runnells Union 2:00 - Arrivi ng
Boston approx 6:00 p.m. N.Y.C. 10:25 p.m.
Reservations only closing each wed. 7:00 p.m.
Compare - elapsed time - Colby to Boston Center
Compare - Prices - approx 1/3 plane and taxi fares
for complete details - call 872-5000
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im M a i n e

Farmin gton , Waterville , Lost Valle y and
Carrabassstt Valle y

I wonder if Colb y would turn out for San Francisco 's finest
live group, The Dead? Only time will lei) !!
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When you invoke "de gustibus.... " in answer to Dr . Strider ,
you convince tnc llial you do not even know wiial he is talking
about. What is meant b y good or bad taste has nothing to do
with prel'cvances for things of equal value. It has to do with
standards and an intuitive sense oi f ilnvss. There is probabl y
no use discussing this: either one lias the feci or one has not.
What I hope you will undersladn is the point 1 want to
make . I was more than horr ified when I read your editorial
of October I6lh. How could you dare, not accede to your
President 's request? No community in the world can exist
without a leader. There must be laws and a head to imp lement them. In your games, to give but one examp le, you
will admit this necessity exists.
In spite ol rccogu ir.ing your more, typ ical honest y, it does
seem to me that your "with all due respect for Dr. Strider and
his office ;" is hypocritical politeness borrowed from the "Establishment ". If you reall y did respect Dr. Strider , you would have
written; that because of your respect you were forced to accept his request but that you entire ly disagreed with him , and
then gone on to give your reasons just as yon did.
I feel th at no matter hwo wrong you may think Dr. Strider 's
altitude in this mailer , it would be well for you to stop to consider Hie different positions you are in. He is there to give. You
are then: to receive, lie gels himself into htcsc unp leasant confrontations because; ho wants what he believes ri ght for you. You
an; in them in the hope of deriving what you believe personal
benefits. I onl y ask that you reflect whether or not you should
respect Dr. Strider lor his dedication to others , especiall y when
those others are yourselves.
Very sincerely,
Artemis Karaghcusian

Important draft ruling
On October 26 , draft chief
Curtis Tarr directed, all local
boards to immediately reclassify 1-A any registrant who requests such action. Registrants
with numbers over 195 can. now
resign their deferments and become 1-A this year with little
fear of being called. Under the
present lottery system any registrant classified 1-A before
December 31, 1970 but not
called by his board this year is
thereafter placed In a second
priority pool. Having been exposed this year, he can only be
called In the case of a national
mobilization and then only after all first priority numbers
one through 366.
It now seems clear that no
registrant whose number is over 195 will be called in 1970.
The November and December
national quotas of 7000-9000
are completely within the reach
of Tarr 's pledge to hold the
line at 195.
Every student at Williams ,
or anywhere for that matter,
should now consider requesting
a 1-A. If you decide to do this,
call your local board and inquire what number they are on
and. what number they expect
to reach in December. In no
case should a board indicate a
number higher than 195. Some
may indicate a lower number ,
but they cannot guarantee it.
Second , write up a request to
be classified 1-A immediately .

Cite Tarr's directive of October. Make copies of your lettei
and send it to your board , certified mail , return receipt requested. If you are between 195
and 210 you may be called for
a pre-induction physical so be
prepared to hassle that. You
are legally a 1-A when the
board sends out your reclassification notice.
Since this is a procedural
and not a judg emental matter, the clerk need not wait for
a monthly board meeting to reclassify you. However , since understaffed and inefficient board
offices will be slow to answer
your request, your action must
be taken soon. One caution. If
you wait too long into November , the bureaucratic delay may
mean you are not reclassified
until after January 1. In this
case, you would be exposed for
induction through 1971, but only when your number was
reached.
THE COLBY BOOKSTORE
Your one stop shop for all your literary
needs
Authors fro m Abroinov to Zoshchenko !
.
-

BERRY' S STATIONER S
74 MAIN STREET

WATERVILLE

HEAD - QUARTERS FOR ALL
YOUR NEEDS

Flag Papers -

If you know a girl
considering an

MAINE

On The Concourse and Main Street

MAURICE' S
MAR K ET

AQUARIUS EAST
8 Silver Street
Waterville

Billy Mitchell smiles from
the cockp it of the DH-4
he flew when he directed
attacks on the shi ps.

Al Cor ey
Music Center

U JiOCKRlKS — COIJD CUTS
FUUITS & VEGETABLES
It alian, Dagwood , Meatball
Sandwiches , Pizza, Steom^
Hot Dogs, Boer & Ale to take on

this message might
eve n save her life!
It is no longer necessary for unfortunate girls to be ruthlessly exploited
for profit by quacks and inept butchers. Now they can have perfectly
legal abortions under strict hospital
care. The newCalifornia Therapeutic
Abortion Act provides that all services be performed by physicians in
accredited hospitals.

,'W M A I N STRKKT

Exeryt h ing In Music

40 Elm Street
Wate rville , Maine
Tel. 872-648 1

Freak Food

ABOR TION

\\ K U ' O M K TO T I I K

872-5622

fl^iM tty k & crit -i

Lalim e's
Wa terville Dru g

Last year it is estimated some
700,000 illegal abortions were performed in the United States, Almost
without exception exorbitant prices
were charged , hospital facilities
were not available and a complete
medical staff was not present to
cope with emergencies.

RonaJd F. L_Jirae, R_Ph.
Prop.

35 Main Street
Waterville , Maine

BteKV^e
Urt ' oi*

Phone 873-0523

PIZZA BONANZA "'

I

Two for one ¦
One Free cheese pizza I
with
I
the purehase of every pi///,a
I

OI»KN

through

24
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If you know ol a pregnant girl who
is considering sneaking oil to have
her abortion in a germ-infected
apartment or office tell her to call
us. Our counseling service is free ,

I New Management
C^f
42 College Avenue
-^

Offer good from Thursday (lie 19th j
|
1
1

The National Abortion Council for
Therapeutic Abortions and Family
Planning wants to -vake sure that
all girls receive humane and sanitary treatment. YOU CAN HELP.

I

.Sunday the 22nd

I

41 Ternpln .Street
Call 872-2400

I
I

fc£2 Wlist er

?*4 Doruut ®

——

Also Featuring Kalian .Sandwiches I
|

love^ - V-ty

Some of those girls died unnecessarily, Others suffered severe infections. Still others will never aga in
be abl e to bear a child due to incompel. 'nt treatment.

*

PHY SI CIAN S WITH A G EN UINE
AND HUMANE INTERE ST

ENJOY TH E BEST IN UOBSTEH
IN OU
H COZY DINING ROOM

j>
j ^ >?
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OR TO TAKE OUT
....
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Phone: (213)

464-4177

Maine 's Best Lobster Pound
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phop , Don Rancourt

COU.EGK AVE
WAT KRVIl-LK , MAINE
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We recommend only;
the most reputable physicians; doctors offering fair and reasonable
prices; services which will be completely within tho law; services performed at accredited hospitals.

j
|

NATIONAL AIIOKTION COUNCIL
for Therapeutic Abortions and
Famil y Planning
1717 North Hi ghland Avenue
I
Holl ywood, California 90O2B
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Coming oft ;i mediocre season lust
year. Colb y 's varsit y basketball (ram
looks lo be quite improved this year.
The new K CA C r u f c . which allows Ire
shtuen lo compete in intercollegiate
competition, has adderl two new players to the team at crucial positions ,
and the strength of returning starters
will keep the basic team intact.
The most radical change in the
team is the new roach. Dick Whitmore ,who stepped in when Kd Hurke
was made Director of .Student Activities. Whitlmore . :i former liowdoin
College standout , bus put all the candidates for the team through a rigorous preseason in an attemp t to turn
the Mules into a running ballclub.
There is an abundance of depth at
all positions. A t guards are jim C lover
(a freshman), Brian .McOuade.John
McCallum and Mark Ifiler (seniors)
and Matt Zweig (junior). The forwards
feature Steve Collela (freshman). Sieve

wins scrimmages
by Dave Rea
After the annual inter-squad scrimmage, which kicks off every Colby hockey season, the Mules hosted Lowell
Tech for two scrimmages last weekend.
These two contests showed that , although Colby isn't in peak form , this
y ear 's team is potentially the most talented and exciting one in recent seasons.
Last Friday ni ght , Colby slurled out
slow but finished with a bang to beat
Lowell 5-2. Colb y tallied firs t as Cocapt. John Bowe.y deked the goalie
and stuffed the puck Lnto the net. That
proved to be the onl y score of the period and the Mules held the slim 1-0
lead into the.second period. r' rom then
on, Colb y played slopil y, missing passes, losing the. puck and not connect
ing on scoring opportunities. As Ihe
third period , opened , the Mules needed a lift and , strange ly enough , they
got it on a penalty. A Colby defenseman fell on the. puck in the crease
which drew an immediate penalty
shot for Lowell. At this point in Ihe

MULE

game, freshman • goalie Scott Ryerse
stopped Hie shot all alone, and this
break seemed to give the Mules
some momentum. Steve Seif lied the
score on a rebound and several minutes
later , Dennis Pruneau put Colby ahead to stay. Tom Englund and Doug
Mcmillan added two more goals and
the Mules wrapped up the game. 5-2.
Not an impressive victory, but a victory nonetheless.
The next afternoon , Colby played
a good game against Lowell and trounced them 9-3. Steve Self got things going after two minutes, knifing his way
through the Lowell defense for an unassisted goal. Minutes later , rookie Ed
"Espo " Cavesuti made the score 2-0
on a rebound in front, Colby then pulled out an old trick , hanging Co-Capt.
Dave Williams on the blue line and
springing him loose on 'a breakaway.
His unassisted goal made the score 3-0
Lowell finally scored, but another
rookie, Mike Lemoyne streaked past
the defe nse and scored to give Colby

KJ CK.S

On August 13 of this year , the college announced
that it had named Richard L. Whitmore, Jr. as varsity
basketball coach to replace Ed Burke who had moved to
his new job as director of student activities. Whitmore
comes to Colby from Morse High School in Bath, Me.,
where he had been basketball coach for the past two winters. Prior to that, he coached varsity and freshmen basketball squads at Hall • Dale High School in Hallowell for three
seasons.
Whitmore is a Massachusetts native who attended
Archbishop Williams High School in Braintree , where he
co-captained the basketball team in 1960-61. From there,
he went to Bowdoin College in Brunswick where he compiled a stellar record on the basketball squad. Dick scored
1, 028 points in three years of varsity play for Bowdoin ,
arid became only the second man in Bowdoin basketball
history to break the 1,000 career point - scoring mark.
A lso , he was named to two All-Maine basketball squads
as well as receiving the Paul Nixon trophy as Bowdoin 's
most valuable player as a senior.
Since moving to Morse High in 1968, Whitmore has
made coaching a year-round practice , as he has sponsored
and directed past season tournaments for high school
teams of the coastal region and has devoted his entire sum
toor to the operation o£ a basketball school for youngsters
^ .ging in age from grammar school to high school,
Whitmore takes over a Colby squad which went 13-9
last year , but has great potential for the coming season.
!
r he season opens in early January in the Bryant College
'ournement in Wellesley, Massachusetts.

a -1- 1 lead aL one period.
Lowell came right after Colb y and
scored twice in Hie second period to
draw the score close a I•!- .',. Th en. Kddic Cavesuti banged home a score from
the corner on a near impossible angle
to pul Colb y in command 5-,'L A nd,il
was Mike LeMoyuc again who drove
a slapshol by the Lowell goalie to
streak the score to b-.'l. A fter a short
" confrontation " betw een some of the
Colby and Lowell players resulting in
some fighting penalties ,Mark •'Turk"
O'Conncll fed Louie Perron who
slammed a low shot past the goalie into the cage forthe last score of the period .
In the last period, Lowell ninsl have

Woernrr. Steve Jasinski (so phomores)
Paul Young (junior) and perennial star
|)oug Keinliart (senior). The big men
at center a:;- Cary Veilleux (junior)
and Morrie Herman (sop homore), (.'(ear
ly this learn has strength and de pth al
all positions, a factor which should contribute to a successfu l season.
Last y ear saw the repealed greatness of Doug Keinliart and the emergence of t w o good sophomores. M a t t y
Xweig and Cary Veille ux. Wi lli the
graduation of Jay Dworkiti and I'eter
Hogel. more pressure is put on the
other members of the team to pick up
whe re there arc deficiencies. Dworkin 's
guard slol will probably be filled by
wither Mark lliler or John McCalluni.
both ret'irning lelternien. iSogel' s center job may well be handed over to the
rookie, Morrie Herman, allowing Veilleux to play forward, a position w i t h
which he is more familiar. A f t e r this,
depth becomes a factor, file Mules
will field a tough starting five but
they need the men who conic off the
bench and do the job. Whether this is
going lo happen will proba bly be visioued in Ihe scrimmage uilh Corham
Slate tomorrow . The team s seasonal
opener is on J unitary 2nd at Ihe Hryanl Toiirnev.

lorgotlen about Dave \\ illiams first
goal because he broke away again and
score d perhaps the prettiest goal of
Ihe day on a fine lake and shot. The
final score came when " () " line center Yvoti Dupuy got a loose puck in
front and stuffe d it in for the last goal
of the day .
There were many bright spots in
the dim) victories over Lowell: 5 goals
scored by freshman, consisitaiit play
from the defense and excellent goalie
play from all four of (he Mule netminders. The scrimmages willt Lowell
bore out that Colby has a w ealth of
talent and potential this year, a fact
that points to perhaps one of the best
¦seasons in recent (,'olbv hoekev.

W O MEN' S TENNIS

l'J70 has certainly proved lo he an
ex cellent year for Colb y 's Women 's
Tennis Team. They were undefeated
last spring and Ibis fall.
Carol yn Ksl es remained unbeaten
in Stat e competition. She was // I on
lit e Team ,//•! in llut Maine Intercollegiate Tournament , and wa s a seiniI'inalist in the New Kngland Tournament held at Vale University.
Nan cy Mungall and Ja ckie Nienabci
were the //•) doubles in the Maine Slab
competition,and were undented this I
ftill.
Ann Cra ves whs h runner-up in (lie
Maine State competition.

Janet Shrevc. who played third in
the singles,was the ID7I) Team Captain.
Others who played on Ihe learn
Ibis year are Ann Trover. Pal Llanugaii. Carol Cluilker, and Susan Sehink.
Carol y n Ksles , Nancy Mungall. and
J ackie Nienaber received Ihe Tennis
Te am Awards.
Jackie Nienaber has been elected
Captain for I °7I.
The leant had a celebration dinner,
Tuesday, November II) at Ihe Mrs.
Marjorie Ull her. Tennis Coach and
Head of Ihe Women 's Ph y sical L'ducalion Department.

IFL %ba sketb all

•II''!,basket ball began its 1 070-7 1
season last Monday on th e way lo lh<
grueling drive for the plnyolT.s 'in February. The league is (lie Inrgesl in IF/,
history, containing sixt een teams,
each slal ed lo play a t w e n t y - t w o gaiin
wiison, The league is broken down inlo t w o eight-team dhisions, under Ihe
exc ellent eomiiiissionoring of Senior
Terry W yman.
Division one looks like n loss-up
among two fine independent (emus,
n faculty ,s<puid, mid lusl year 's winner
Tan Delhi Phi. Tim Indies 2 lentil look
mi easy vi ctory over Lambda Chi 2 lusl
Monday. Led by Dav e Craces , Hurry
Tiuniile. David Shuford , Mob llrowii
and Mik e Twohig, Hie indies look like
.strong contenders for Ihe divisional
lill e, The olher Indies leiiin in Ihe division, Indies ,'1, looks lik e a real pow erhouse,containing many of lusl year 's \
freshman hask e|bnll sliindoiKs, iMal
Tuek ee , Ardie While , Chris Pri ekell ,
Song Scv erson , and Trunk Ciirrulli lend
Ihe high powered offense ,w i t h mldil-

iouiil hel p fr om Meil Shu toff and fresh
man Sean Hurry. The I'a eitlly. sporting ii teiun for Ihe 1'irsl lime this year.
looked good Monday, even though Ihe
only bail a !> man siptml in their t w o point defeat al the hands of Tun Dell,
linsk etball Coach Dick Whit more
lends Ihe offense , w i t h hel p from Conehes Crceii, Hodges and Mitchell, Wutnor has il dial Ihe team can also look

forward lo hel p fr om sliideiil a c t i v i t i e s
director Kd llttrk. who was not present
til Ihe poenrr. Tau Dell made a good
showing in ils firs I game , and should
gel stronger as lime goes on. Ilich
rounder and Ned Carr were especiall y
outstanding and if Nick Nash and Dudley Townsley show up, lluil won 't hurl
Ihe cause either. Townslcy, however,
is rumored not lo he able lo play this
yetir, A l so continued in Division A are
l'i Lamb, / e t c , |)I\ K ,and Lambda Chi
2, All tir e ilmihlfu l lo iniike am p'hvoff bids,
Division H is coupriseil of ,'l Indies
t ennis. ATO . |)ll . Lumbila Chi I.KDIi.

and Phi Dell, Lambda Chi and IM
seem to be Ihe teams lo heal in Ilia!
Divi sion, Lambda Chi. led by Terry
H' ymmi. Marl Lane and I'hil ilicei.
should be able to beat most of i|s conipelilion handily, Du led by Da ve Collins
and Ted Cnwlicki should he as tilde lo
eorne Ihrough w i t h key victories this
season, KDIi and A T I) may also make
showings. The former, led b y Jon Stone
and Dan Oulelle won their first game
vs Phi Dell fa irly handily , Thc lallcr.
pac ed by llob 11\land , Lri e Jeory, and
Lob Nelson looked impressive in Iheir
poener Monday. Nol enough is known
about Ihe ,'l Indi es ill the division, other

limn th ey are composed mainly of
freshmen luleiils, lo make any predicti ons.
The leant." will ha Hie through f'ebruary. play ing etuJi Iciim iu its own
divi sion twice ami each leiun in Ihe
oilier division once, at which lime
th e lop I wo in each division will go lo
Ihe play offs lo In and lake home all
Ihe marbles.
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